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Abstract
Hepatocellular adenoma (HA) is an increasingly prevalent benign liver tumor that is strongly associated with use of oral contraceptive medication. The diagnosis is often made after abdominal imaging in female patients with sudden abdominal pain, with or without signs of hemorrhage. Especially larger adenomas are of potential hazard to patients, because of the increased likelihood of rupture or malignant degeneration. Standard treatment of larger adenomas has since long consisted in surgical resection, both for non-ruptured and for ruptured tumors. Although resection is still considered the gold standard, recent reports have advocated initial conservative management. Recently, newer and less invasive methods using selective transarterial embolization have been described that can successfully stop bleeding and even lead to tumor regression. This review addresses different treatment options and recent advances regarding this relatively new condition, focusing mainly on treatment of bleeding and ruptured tumors in an acute setting. A possible algorithm for optimal treatment is presented.

Introduction
Liver or hepatocellular adenoma (HA) is a rare benign liver tumor that occurs mostly in women of reproductive age. First noted in the 1860s, its incidence has risen strongly in the last decades. This rise is mostly due to the strongly increased use of hormonal oral contraceptives, to which this condition is strongly related [1]. The current estimated incidence of HA is 1–3 per 100,000 per year [2]. Its pathologic features are characterized by a benign proliferation of hepatocytes of unknown origin that may be related to hormone changes. Recent studies have revealed an association between HA and mutations in the hepatocyte nuclear factor-1α (HNF1A) gene [3]. Malignant transformation of HA is rare and associated with β-catenin mutations that are also found in hepatocellular carcinoma [4, 5]. The presence of >10 HAs is termed hepatic adenomatosis, a condition that is associated with the presence of maturity-onset diabetes of the young (MODY) (also through HNF1A gene alterations) [6]. No clear relation of hepatic adenomatosis to contraceptive use has been proven.

Management of Non-Ruptured HA

The diagnosis of HA without rupture is most often made incidentally when abdominal imaging is performed for other reasons. Only a small percentage of patients pre-
senting with symptoms of acute abdominal pain or elevated liver enzymes are diagnosed with non-ruptured HA. Suspected HA on ultrasound should first be confirmed by contrast-enhanced CT or MRI [7]. Historically, tumors sized <5 cm are initially treated conservatively [8]. Discontinuation of oral contraceptives has been suggested to lead to regression of tumor size or even disappearance of smaller HA [8–12], as have dietary measures in patients with glycogenosis [13, 14].

A recent multicentric report of the largest patient group described thus far (n = 124) identified contraceptive use and tumor size >7 cm as risk factors for rupture [15]. No significant risk factors for malignant transformation were identified due to the low incidence of malignancy (4%). Noticing that tumors tend to be estimated larger after rupture, the authors advocate surgical resection of non-ruptured tumors >4 cm. A monocentric study on 122 patients found an increased risk of complications for HAs >5 cm, limiting resection only to these cases [16]. In contrast, another retrospective report on 41 patients advocates resection of all anatomically reachable lesions regardless of size [17], based on the high incidence of hemorrhage (30%) and malignancy (5%). Surgery can be performed either open or laparoscopically, dependent on the localization and size of the tumor as well as local experience. In a report form the Rotterdam group, a case-oriented approach is followed that bases the decision to perform surgery on the effect of initial conservative measures [18].

Newer, less invasive ways to treat non-ruptured HA include radiofrequency ablation (RFA) and selective transarterial embolization (TAE). In several cases, these modalities have shown to be able to selectively put the adenoma into regression [15, 19, 20].

We advocate initial conservative treatment of non-ruptured HA, with a possible role for TAE in selected cases. Large (>5 cm) or easily accessible HAs, that do not decrease in size upon conservative management, may be resected in an elective setting. Optimal treatment should first be discussed in a multidisciplinary meeting between liver surgeon, hepatologist and radiologist.

Management of Ruptured HA

Many HAs are first diagnosed in symptomatic patients presenting with acute abdominal pain, hemodynamic instability or other signs of rupture (in 58–65% of patients who use oral contraceptives, in 25% of those who do not) [15, 21]. Much debate still exists regarding the optimal treatment in this acute situation. A review of the recent literature (since 1999) incorporating case series (n >10) and observational studies on this subject is included in table 1. Different treatments are advocated with varying results. In our view, treatment should be tailor-made for each individual patient, based on clinical parameters and available expertise. A possible decision flow chart is shown in figure 1.

First, after prompt resuscitation has been initiated, it is important to identify the extent and hemodynamic consequences of the ruptured HA. Rupture may have lead to intrahepatic or intraperitoneal bleeding with or without signs of hypovolemic shock. Appropriate imaging studies should be performed. In case of hypovolemia and acute abdominal pain, emergency ultrasound will most often be the first diagnostic tool, upon which the diagnosis of ruptured HA may be suspected. At that point, we recommend the routine use of contrast-enhanced CT to further identify the exact anatomy and diagnosis. A single HA may be present but also multiple HAs with localizations in differ-

![Fig. 1. Possible algorithm for management of patients with HA.](http://example.com/fig1.png)
ent segments of the liver. The ruptured HA may be located at the liver edge or be fully surrounded by parenchyma. If the patient is hemodynamically unstable despite adequate resuscitation, immediate intervention is required. Gold standard has been to perform emergency laparotomy with gauze packing or partial liver resection to achieve adequate hemostasis. However, this is a major surgical procedure with considerable morbidity and mortality. Laparoscopic resection is also possible in theory, but is technically difficult and may therefore prove unwise in an unstable patient. Liver transplantation as treatment for either ruptured or non-ruptured adenomas has been reported but is rarely indicated [22, 23].

Recently, less invasive procedures such as TAE have been developed that may also lead to adequate hemostasis without the need for urgent laparotomy. RFA to selectively destroy HA has only been used in non-ruptured adenomas and its use after hemorrhage may be considered irrelevant [24].

In several studies, mainly performed in different Dutch centers, TAE has been shown to lead to hemodynamic stabilization in selected patients with acceptable morbidity and possible beneficial effect on tumor size [15, 17–21, 25]. An emergency surgical resection with accompanying high morbidity and mortality, and possibly also secondary resection, can be avoided. However, it is important to realize that only a selected patient group in a center with adequate radiological experience can be treated with TAE. In a series from our own center, 10 of 11 patients with ruptured HA were stabilized after a single TAE, while 1 other patient needed three TAEs [20]. No emergency resections were needed and only minor complications were found (an example is shown in figure 2). In all patients, tumor size decreased after follow-up, with secondary resection being indicated only in a minority of patients.

Occurrence and possible rupture of HA during pregnancy puts forward a surgical dilemma: reluctance to op-

Table 1. Recent literature case series on treatment of ruptured HA. A PubMed search was performed with key words ‘ruptured hepatocellular adenoma’ and ‘treatment’ in articles published in 1999 or later. Only case series describing more than 10 patients were included in this table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference (first author)</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>Ruptured adenomas</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Complications, %</th>
<th>Mortality %</th>
<th>Advice on treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Terkivatan [8]</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12 (100)</td>
<td>Conservative (4/12) Immediate surgery (3/12) Postponed surgery (5/12)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Stabilization, conservative measures, surgery only on indication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toso [25]</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10 (40)</td>
<td>Immediate surgery (0/10) Postponed surgery (10/10) (1 preoperative TAE)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Stabilization with or without TAE, postponed surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erdogan [28]</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22 (100)</td>
<td>Conservative (5/22) Definitive TAE (1/22) Immediate surgery (6/22) Postponed surgery (10/22)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Stabilization, surgery only on indication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cho [17]</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>12 (29)</td>
<td>Immediate surgery (n = 12) (1 preoperative TAE)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Stabilization with or without TAE, immediate surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deneve [15]</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>31 (25)</td>
<td>Postponed surgery (n = 31) (5 preoperative TAE, 1 preoperative RFA)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Stabilization with or without TAE/RFA, postponed surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dokmak [16]</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>26 (21)</td>
<td>Immediate surgery (n = 6) Postponed surgery (n = 6) (12 preoperative TAE)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Stabilization with or without TAE, postponed surgery of HAs &gt;5 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
erate on a pregnant patient combined with a possible dangerous condition. For these cases, minimally invasive TAE may also be favorable [26, 27].

If the patient responds to resuscitation and remains stable, conservative treatment may be appropriate [8, 28]. Obviously, oral contraceptives should be discontinued. Varying cut-off sizes above which tumors should be secondarily resected have been proposed. Based on the available literature, we would recommend secondary resection of tumors >5 cm. Conservative measures and selective TAE may lead to tumor regression, causing a large lesion to shrink to <5 cm [20, 29]. In that case, secondary surgery may not be required and regular clinical and radiological follow-up will suffice.

Follow-Up

As argued above, recent literature has suggested a role for conservative or minimally invasive treatment of both ruptured and non-ruptured HA. Follow-up after initial conservative treatment should include regular patient visits as well as visualization, preferably by contrast-enhanced CT or MRI. During follow-up, the same treatment decision algorithm should be followed as upon diagnosis. After initial rupture, however, the size of the lesion may be difficult to define [15].

If lesions grow >5 cm despite conservative measures or TAE, resection is required because of the increased risk of hemorrhage and malignant transformation. Regular imaging of the liver is also indicated after initial resection because new adenomas may develop or old ones may recur.

No clear advice can be given on the frequency and duration of follow-up. No evidence exists for added value of long-term follow-up to prevent malignant degeneration. In any case, it makes sense to stop follow-up after menopause.

Conclusion

HAs form an increasing health problem for young women, mainly due to increased oral contraceptive use. Until recently, management was often limited to cessation of hormone use and laparotomy to prevent or stabilize potentially life-threatening rupture, a major event in this otherwise healthy group of patients. The acute presentation of many patients with ruptured HA practically rules out randomized trials to compare different treat-
ments. Especially in this setting, clinical decision-making based on results from cohort studies seems appropriate. Recent observational studies have suggested a treatment policy optimized for each patient individually, allowing initial conservative treatment. An increasing role is observed for new minimally invasive procedures such as TAE, which may be considered first-line treatment for ruptured HA if sufficient experience is available. The flow chart presented in figure 1 offers an algorithm that provides each patient with the appropriate treatment, avoiding major surgery with associated morbidity and mortality in selected patients.
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